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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION : AN INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
Historically railroads have engaged to a great extent
In debt financing. In fact, ninety-nine years bonds were
not nnconnaon In public utilities In the United States In
early years. As late as 19414., Chicago and Illinois Midland
Railroad Conipany still had 33*2/^ of Its capitalization In
long term debt, but by 1964. the company had no debt at all.
Conversely, Eastern Airline Inc,, In 1944- debt In Its
capitalization, however by the end of 1964 It reached to a
peak of 85,755^ In its capital structure. The question, then,
arises as to why some companies In the public utility field
seem to avoid debt financing while other find It very
attractive.
The main purpose of this study Is to make an Inquiry
Into the changes that have occurred In capital structures of
some leading twenty-five companies In the United States
between 1944 and 1964*
In order to facilitate the present study, all
utilities have been classified In four broad captions, namely,
transportation, power, communication and water. Further more
transportation utilities are further divided Into land and
air; power Into light or electric and gas; communication Into
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telephone and telegraph. During course of selection of
these twenty-five big companies, an attempt has been made to
select a company on the basis of Investment, geographical
territory covered, number of customers served and volume of
Its operations. These are four broad captions \jnder which
these companies have been Industrially classified.
Specifically, questions raised are related to the
financial aspects of capitalization of public utilities and
principles of business finance Involved In them. An attempt
has been made to answer the following Important questions
In detail.
1. What are the changes that have taken place In
capital structure of these public utilities?
2. What caused these changes?
3. What are the factors generally responsible for
debt financing? What factors Influenced the
decisions of the selected companies for debt
preference?
ij.. What are the factors which tend to limit the
amo\ant of debt In a company’s capital structure?
5. What standards did the subject companies set for
themselves regarding capitalization, earning
coverage and/or cash adequacy?
6. What conclusions may be drawn from the above with
regard to the future of public utilities from
financial and a broad economic point of view?
Accordingly, Chapter I, aside from Introducing
Industrial classifications, sets forth the source and
methodology for this study, limitations of the study, the
frame work and scope of study and the plan for the study.
An exhaustive chapter number two answers question
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one and two which are the core of this study. This chapter
deals with the fundamental changes that have taken place In
the capital structures of various groups of public utilities.
Preponderance of debt In capitalization of public
utilities Is not uncommon. An attempt has been made to
find out the answer why Is It so In public utilities alone.
Question number three a nd Its sub-question have been
answered In Chapter III,
Preponderance of debt does not mean Infinite debt
financing. Usually In Industries such as steel, heavy
machine and equipment, automobile and other key products
manufacturing. It la 30/^ while In public utilities It Is
permissible to 60^, Hence, In Chapter IV an endeavour has
been made to answer questions nvimber three, four and five.
Since these questions are related with limitation on debt
financing, they have been discussed throu^ly with reference
to subject companies.
On the basis of findings from this study ^diat can be
said about the future financing of public utilities. An
attempt has been made to look Into future of public utilities
from broad economic point of view. An answer to question
number six has been given In Chapter V, This concludes our
study,
Paramotmt objective of this study Is to observe,
analyze, explore and appraise meaningful changes that have
occurred during the last two decades In public utilities.
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What la the trend of financing In various units, has been
discussed Incidentally. Since these changes entail long
range financing, their financial Implications are of great
significance. Some of changes are permanent and so an under¬
standing of them is very essential because they would affect
the future pattern of financing. In addition, the changes
will affect the subject company’s future financial policy
and growth.
SCOPE OF STUDY
Period selected for purpose of the study has dual
Importance, One, It Is convenient and represents the start
of a new economic era. Second, It bifurcates from long
historic past and confines to two decades. Thus the line of
demarkatlon between two periods for purpose of study Is
Imperative. In order to record minute changes which occurred
during these two decades, an attempt has been made to limit
the study to twenty-five companies only. By limiting the
time and number of companies In each Industrial group, the
study has become more specific and analytical so far as debt
and equity financing are concerned In public utility field,
FRAME-WORK OF STUDY
Of the myriad financial aspects of capitalization of
a public utility tinlt, none has received more attention than
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debt equity analysis* their present laportance and Impact
on future financial policy, and more specifically their
policies and practices pertaining to retention of earnings.
Motivated by keen Interest and lively concern with the
subject as It Is In private sector, the author has made all
possible efforts to make this study useful from a financial
point of view. Throughout the study continuous efforts have
been made to explain each change with reference to Industrial
group as well as companies selected for purpose of study.
LIMITATIONS OP THE STUDY
There is nothing absolute as such. Public utility is
a vast field of study. The present study Is a small segment
of financial aspects Involved In capitalization problems.
The limitation of this study la that it throws light only on
changes occurred during last two decades. Thus It confines
In two decades and changes only. However, this can be
acclallied as an Integrated approach to capitalization of
public utilities in general and segragated approach to
Individual companies selected for purpose of study. Though,
the study is limited within the frame work given above, yet
It reveals important penetrating decisions as to proper




Information and material gathered for this study
belong primarily to publications, periodicals, books, reports,
and similar other public documents. Particularly, authentic
publications of the Federal Government could be mentioned as
primary source of Information. Statistical Information has
been derived from Survey of Current Business, various annual
reports of Security and Exchange Commission and reports of
committees appointed at different times to study public utility
problems. Help In abundance has been taken from sundry
articles published In Harvard Business Review. Often thought
provoking knowledge has been taken from BaSlc Business
Finance, The Financial Manager and Financial Hand BqqIc, The
books are written by eminent Intellectuals and expert of
the subject of business finance.
Relevant tables and exlblts were compiled from Moody* s
Transportation and Public Utilities Manuals. Considerable
literature have been taken from varlbus magazines such as
Public Utility FortnlghtlyV Public Works Journal, Utilities,
Financial World, Barron*s and many other. Additional
figures and data were collected from News Week.
Last but not least, the valuable discussion of the
author with his advisor from elementary knowledge to abstruse,
with his fellow scholars and classmates, and with other
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professors, made this study more meaningful and feasible.
To sum up, the importance of a stdudy of this type on myriad
financial aspects of public utilities is tmdeniable. In fact,
eminent economists, brilliant writers and creative scholars
have written very much on the subject of public utility as a
whole. The author's concentration on a small segment of
diverse financial aspects is very tiny indeed.
CHAPTER II
THE CHANGES AND THE CAUSES
Political vicissitudes have usually been followed
by some financial changes* Much of such changes have taken
place during the period after World War II* Changes are
inevitable* Change is life, and stagnation is death* One
change among several financial changes that have taken place
is worth recording* This was the change in capital structure
of public utilities in the United States during last two
decades* In the annals of development of public utilities
such steady growth through sound capitalization had never
taken place before* During the last two decades major
changes have occurred in the capital structure of these
public utilities*
Very seldom a capital structure remains static in a
growing corporation* Fluctuations in financial circles
affect other economic activities* Under those circtimstances
capital structure of a corporation is contracted or expanded
according to the capital market* This is exactly what has
1
happened in case of public utilities* Eastern Airline Incj
for example, had not the slightest possible debt financing In
^Moody's Industrials, 194-5, P*834*
8
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1944 capitalization as opposed to New York Central
Railroad Company which had sufficient debt burden In that
year. The situations have gradually changed. By the end of
1964 Eastern Airline Ino>, was burdened with 85.75^ debt and
Chicago and Illinois Midland Railroad Company got out of
debt as per Exlblts 2-1 and 2-2, How this drastic change
took place is a matter of serious consideration. This
drastic change has taken place over a period of time and not
all of sudden.
For the public utility industry, no period
has presented more exacting financial problems
than those of World War II period. In this period
the utilities were faced three major challenges :
unprecedented growth, accelerating technological
changes and severe inflation, 2
This is absolutely true. Indeed the three challenges
were most influential in moulding capital structure of all
utilities, Thou^ the war was over, the impact of war on
these utilities was clearly visible and long lasting due to
excessive use of capacity of various utilities during the war
period. The changes of major proportion are explained in
detail as follows,
AN ERA OP REFUNDINGS
Almost all utilities and industries flourished during
the war. Their earnings were beyond their expectations.
Many utilities and industries merely emerged out of war time
^H.A.Coxe, ”The Modem Case For Pair Value*,’ Public
Utility Fortnightly. XXXXXXXVI, (December, 1965), 15“^
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earnings. Due to large scale production by industries to feed
the needs of war, the demand for utility services were
multiplied. The unit cost reduced owing to benefits of large
scale production, consequently, profits were at the climax.
At the same time inflation had set into the economy. Thus
magnitude of liquid assets in the hands of individuals and
industries, including public utilities, had Increased more
than their iinmedlate requirements. The problem they faced
was how to utilize these excess liquid assets.
There were two possibilities as to utilization of
those excess funds. Most of utilities realized that their
capital equipments knd fixed assets had been depleted heavily
during the war. Hence they conceived of renewal and replace¬
ment of worn and torn assets, caused by the excessive use or
overtaxing of their capacity during the war. Inflated use of
public utility fixed assets, for example, the railway utility
carried 905^ of military tonnage and 97/^ of organized groups
of military personnel, necessiated replacement and renewal.
This was the first possibility of use of funds for renewals.
Equally Important the second possibility of use of those funds
was reduction of the heavy debt burden in view of post war
slump anticipated by shrewd utility management.
Of the two perplexing riddles, to renew the worn out
fixed assets or to refund funded debt, prudent management
decided to refund age old funded debts in order to get rid
of fixed assets during decllng period.
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The shrewd management contemplated that reduction in
fixed charges Is essential said unless they are reduced to a
great extent, they would add to adversity in the post war
slump. At the same time they thought of postponement of the
renewal and replacement. This was a timely and penetrating
decision. Keeping the sharp shrinkage in earnings ahead in
view, they embarked upon heavy refxmding of old debt.
In 1944 and so far in 194-5* railroads, indu¬
stries and utilities, all have been in market with
substantial refundings both bonds and preferred
stocks at lower rate of return, and thus reduced the
burden of interest bearing debt, 3
Indeed the stim refxinded was exorbitant. Particularly
the rate of refvmd in first two years was huge in comparison
to succeeding three years. This refunding cut down fixed
charges to a great extent. Table 2-1 gives us an idea about
the aggregate amount refunded,
TABLE 2-1
AMOUNT REFUNDED BT UTILITIES






Source: Financial Chronicle, 1949
%.S,, Dept, of Commerce, Survey of Current Business
(Washington D.C., Government Printing Office), Sept, 1^4-5, 11
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At a glance we can see the rate of refund which
was substantially higher In first two years than subsequent
three years. Continued refundings brought drastic change In
the capital structures of related public utilities, and thus
balance sheet position was Improved temporarily.
Specifically, the railroads burdened for generations
with too much debt found themselves In extremely good liquid
position. They emerged out of the war In a sovind financial
position. In a very short period railroad companies wiped
off a good deal of their debts. Out of five companies
selected for purpose of study, two reduced their debt to a
significant extent. Observations of a famous periodical was
like this, "Southern Pacific's debt Is down from $ 70?
million to $ 511 million. New York Central Railroad's from
I 367 million to $ 282 million and accordingly all along
lines. Still another Union Pacific has been piling up cash
resources to pay off maturing obligations"^
So far as air transport utilities were concerned,
there was no debt at all In their capitalization. Thus the
f
question of refunding did not arise. The rate of retirement
of debt In other utilities was also hl^. Whatever liquid
assets they had In their balances, were used In refund of
long term debts. Out of commtmlcatlon, power and water
^"Railroads In the Post War", Financial World, (New
York, Guenther Publishing Corporation), April, 1945, $
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utilities* electricity refunded relatively more than the rest•
A lot of preferred stocks redeemed along with retirement of
funded debts*
The immediate consequences of refundings were twofold,
a gradient fall In rate of interest and an abnormal glut In
loanable funds* As already pointed out earlier that Infla¬
tionary trend had alighted rate of interest idilch was further
down by and by* Inflationary trend coupled with refundings
made available ample amount of money for investment in capital
market so the rate of interest fell from to 3^ with in
no time* This lower rate of Interest affected the next phase
of this study which brought a lot of changes in capital
structures of all public utilities,
AN EPOCH OF MJLTIPLE INCREASE
Retirement of debts, redemption of preferred stocks.
Inflationary trend in economy, increased personal Incomes and
easy credit policy of banks during the post war period brought
the lowest ebb in capital market. Due to anticipated sltonp
in general economy, the demand for capital was reduced which
further affected interest rate. The funds for investments
were available at the most attractive terms and bank credit
policies were Incredibly favorable*
Back to the point—the postponed programs of renewal
and replacement, utility management thought it was the best
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opportvinlty to take up them in favorable capital market.
Hence they decided to avail themselves of opportunity which
was very conducive. Availability of sizable funds at
favorable terms moved the management. Thus utilities which
had postponed their developement programs in order to reduce
funded debt, again resorted to the issue of new securities in
abundance. This was refinancing through low cost of capital.
Evidently for this reason the author believes and de¬
picts it as an epoch of multiple increase in capitalization
of public utilities. Series after series of new securities,
both junior and senior securities, were Issued by public
utilities. In order to pile up funds at low rate of interest
most units availed themselves of this golden opportunity.
Between 1944 and 196I|., excepting few years, as much securities
were issued as possible. The U.S,Government publication from
department of Commerce describes the condition of capital
market in post war period in the following manner.
The lush financial condition of business
generally has been accompanied by a sizable increase
in corporate security issue. Irfhile the bulk of this
issue presents the much larger voltame of reftmdlngs
to take advantages of favorable market for corporate
bonds, new money issue of stock in 1945 were ^
substantially higher than in any year since 1930«^
Owing to financial and economic collapse of 1930's
the capital market had been very tight until beginning of the
war. Actually investors became more shy thereafter. But
^Survey of Current Business, op. clt., January, 1947,
P. 30
this sudden glut In capital market changed the attitude of
shy investors. They sou^t to invest in the securities
which seemed tobe more stable in their earnings. They
invested good deal of money in securities issued by public
utilities >Aiich were relatively more stable. Undoubtedly
security issues were record high in financial history of
capital structure of public utilities. This was all due to
affluency in society and general prosperity of industries
during the World War II, Pectmlary position of all was
high rated due to war time earnings.
In order to avail themselves of the lush financial
condition both processes of refunding and refinancing
continued until 19l^-9• Reftmding of old debts bearing higher
rate of interest and refinancing atj. a lower rate of Interest
proved very useful in transitional period. As we know that
early years of expansion are usually less or non profitable.
Quick return can not be expected from a development scheme
until its completion. But, in case of utilities, the
expansion, renewal and replacement were financed through
borrowed funds which were very cheap. Hence they were not
strenuous during transitional period.
The post war period, as anticipated at time of
refvindings, brought sharp decline in earnings of all
utilities. It did hit railroads hard in con^arison to other
utilities. Sharp decline in earnings was experienced by
railroads. Since a lot of fixed charges were diminished,
the decline in earnings proved otherwise mild. A lot of
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earned surplus was swept away in operating losses. Due to
decline in earnings, earnings per share were nil. The equity
market was miserable. The prices of shares dropped sharply
during the period. However the market for senior securities
was very good and a lot of activities were there in capital
market. Specifically new security Issues were in abundance
which brought great change in capital structure of almost all
public utilities. Table 2-2 gives us an approximate idea of
aggregate issue of new securities in last fourteen years.
TABLE 2-2
HEW SECURITIES ISSUED (IN MILLIONS
OP DOLLARS) BY PUBLIC UTILITIES
BETWEEN 1950-1964.
Years Power & Water Transportation Communication
1950 2,649 813 399
1951 2,k55 1^94 612
1952 2,675 992 760
1953 3,029 595 882
1954 3,713 778 720
1955 2.464 893 1,132
1956 2,529 724 1,419
1957 3,938 824 1,462
1958 3,80k 824 1,424
1959 3,258 967 717
I960 2,851 718 1,050
1961 3,039 713 1,821
1962 2,825 567 1,303
1963 2,668 964 1,094
1964 2,760 982 2,189
Source; Security and Exchange Commission Report, 1965
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There were two ways of utilisation of sale proceeds
from new securities. Refunding was relatively decreased
during these fourteen years. Pent-up demands have been very
high all along since 1950• The rate of buying machinery and
equipment has been equally high.
In order to curb the Increased supply of money In
capital market during the post war period, certain legal
restrictions on bank credit were Imposed by the Federal Reserve
System, For example, in mid 19Ij.7 legislation was passed
permitting the recontrol of consumer credit terms provided that
the Bo^ard of Governors of Federal Reserve System may upto June
19ii.9 raise the reserve requirements of the system member banks
as a part of a program of tightening commercial bank credit.
The time and demand deposits increased by 2% and 1^% res¬
pectively requiring Increased deposits of 2 billion dollars
6
of member banks aone. Eventually non-member banks and other
institutional investors could not remain unaffected.
Now let us note the effect of this multiple Increase
in each group of utility. In railroad group, there have been
not much change. During the last decades, the equity capital
decreased in Chicago and Illionois Railroad, Pennsylvania
Railroad, and Union Pacific Railroad company. Due to merger
of some small tmits in Southern Pacific Railroad and its
subsidiaries, little equity capital increased,
^Ibid.,(September, 1948)* P* 3*
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Tremendous increase in debt financing is apparently
visible in air transportation which could be seen in Exlbit
2-2. Compared with 194i4- figures, it seems that debt financing
became very popular in this group. There was a time when air
utility group altogether avoided debt financing. But by and
by it developed means of financing. Equity capital, though
increased, has reduced in percentage of capitalization if it
is compared with 19l|i|.. Because of an excellent earnings
record and ceaseless governmental subsidy for their services,
enormous amount always remained available for subscription
of its securities.
In first place, the duration of the good market
for Air equity securities was remarkably short. As
measured by Standard a nd Poor's Composite Common
Index; airlines equities started their real rise in
December, 1941^.. The level of prices about doubled in
reaching the December, peak, and held of
the high for next four months. By the end of year
prices were down about $0% from preceding year. The
fact that their financial plans were distorted by
operating losses, however, does not answer the
accusation that the airlines iHlssed a real opportunity
to raise equity money in large amount* 7
The greatest apprehension for not raising equity
capital in those days was dilution of equity and control. It
was a golden opportxmlty for raising equity capital at lower
costs. One reason for neglecting favorable market for equity
capital was dilution and another uncertainty of Industry
Itself. In our subject companies debt financing exceeded the
qqulty portion in capitalization of Eastern, T.W.A and Pan.
Roger, "Regulation of Airline Securities"
Harvard Business Review. XXVIII, May 1950, p. 71.
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Unlike rallroadSf power and communication utilities
availed themselves of the opportxonity to the fullest extent*
They did not experience much shrinkage In their earnings
even In recessions. Exlbits 2-3 and 2-1}. reflect the
composition of capital structures of five companies In each
group for the year 191}!}. and 196i}.,
Specifically in I960 and 1961}., communication utility
group floated good deal of senior securities. The two years
are record high so far as new security issue is concerned.
Table 2-2 on page 16 gives us a fair view of security issue
in respective years. ”The American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, and its subsidiaries alone raised almost $ 1.1
O
billion through security issues in the single year I960”
This is the biggest unit in this communication group with
2.81}. million of stockholders and with the highest investment.
It owns 8l|.^f all the United States telephones and is
operating 9i|. millions of telephones and other communication
9
devices. This is the undisputed industry leader.
Prom very beginning water utility group had very
small capitalization. Exlbit 2-5 shows the insignificant
investment of this group. As early as 191}i}. Boise Water Works
and Commonwealth Water CoiEpany had sufficient debt base in
their capitalization. During this period they also increased
®P,Hunt, C.M.Williams, G. Donaldson, Basie Business
Finance, (Homewood, Richard D, Irwin, Inc., 1961), p, 439.
*^Financial World. Uune 8, 1966, p. 3,
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debt and equity capital In order to strengthen their capital
structures* During the war period, the demand of water for
industrial use and commercial consumption increased. Besides
this, continuous increase in population demand for pure
elixir of life Incresed substantially which necesslated the
lncrease( in existing capacity. So they needed funds to
provide modem machinery and added capacity.
This was overall effect of multiple increase in the
capital structure of companies during this phase. All this
was due to stability of earnings of public utility industry.
CHANGE IN EMPHASIS
Prom the statistics available in this field, it
appears that these has been a change in emphasis in method
of financing since 19ii.5* The author believes that each
group of utility changed its pattern of financing and thus
change in emphasis, from one method of financing to another
method of financing occurred automatically. Exibit 2-1 shows
that railroads have been trying to get rid of funded debt.
This debt was quite common before 19ij.5 in railroads. But by
1964 Chicago and Illinois Midland Railroad, for example, got
rid of debt completely and also decreased its equity capital
by buying back its outstanding stocks in order to improve
earnings per share. Whenever needs arose they Issued income
bonds on which interest is required to be paid if earned.
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Quite contrary to railroads* the airlines resorted to
debt financing after World War II# They realized that mere
equity financing Is not sufficient for expansion and growth
of the Industry# Exlblt 2-2 reflects that amount of debt was
nil In 1944 wblch raised In Inconceivable quantity by the
end of 1964# It shows that emphasis from equity financing
to debt financing has shifted#
The post war trend to debt financing was far
more pronounced and rapid than appears to have been
either necessary or desirable# Certain of carriers
failed to take advantages of favorable equity
market which occurred during and Immediately
following the war# The carriers, perhaps, because
they were too much attracted by the prevailing low
Interest rates for loan capital or perhaps because
of the desire of their stockholders to perpetuate
their leverage, neglected to market equity
securities either In time or In sufficient amount.
Issuance of senior securities by all utility companies
was common feature during the post war period# The low rate
of Interest primarily attracted them to refund the old
f\mded debt bearing higher rate of interest# Secondly, they
did like to expand equity capital because of fear of dilution
and control during those years.
This change In emphasis was multi-lateral In the
sense It was different In each group as well as in individual
company# Some of them discarded at all while others It very
fruitful, still another group consists of giants which
reduced their equity capital such as Pennsylvania Railroad,
Senate, Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, Hearing, Airline Industry Investigation, Part I,
April, 1949, p# loti#
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New York Central Railroad, Union Pacific Railroad, Pan
American Airlines, American Telephone & Telegraph Company
etc. These are the few examples of leading xinlts which
tended to reduce their equity capital*
The author is of the opinion that earning and change
in emphasis on method of financing has high degree of
correlationship because of fixed commitment considerations*
The earnings of power and communication companies remain very
stable and that is why percentage change In capitalization
did not vary much*
Insplte of the Increase In general price Index, the
rate charged by public utilities for rendering services
showed a downward trend. This directly affected earnings*
Due to Increase in voliome of services, the unit coat decreased*
This is reason why these companies could bear the buffet of
reduced rates by the state intervention* Very recently a
famous periodical observed that at a time when ntimerous other
industries are improving their profit margin with the help
of price boosts, the utilities have been cutting the rate to
a tune of # 120 million a year*
Abolition of the holding company system in power
utility group brough fundamental changes in capital structure
of companies which released from the bondange of holding
companies* They got an opportunity of building up their
^^Financlal World, loc* cit,, p, 3*
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Independent capital structures. "As a result of such
action, 924 electric, gas, non-utility subsldlrles with
combined assets valued at about 13 billion dollar were
seperated from holding con^any system during 1939 to June
1960,"^^ This abolition of holding company system proved
very healthy from a financial point of view. This system
served as a means of exploitation.
Due to all these facts, the companies had to change
their manner of financing. After World War II, lease, sale
and lease back, and similar other form of financing came in
which did not need investment in fixed assets.
A TREND TOWARD DEBT LIQUIDATION
The severe slxamp of thirties and periodic occurrence
of recessions demonstrated that even public utilities which
enjoy natural monopoly could experience a significant
shrinkage in earnings and consequently it could constitute
a threat to perpetual solvency. Prom lessons learnt,
it became Imperative to evolve such a way as to reduce the
fixed charges as soon as possible. So recessions that cut
down earnings would not create a threat. Besides this, as
the debt Is repaid, it inevitably provides flexibility.
This gradual but continuous process of retirement
of debts has been in vogue for the last two decades. Now
1 P^^Annual Report of Security yid Exchyige Commission
(Washington, D.C.! u.S.Government Printing Office, 19b0),p, I32,
2^
It became a financial practice due to continued Insistence
of the Security and Exchange Commission,
During recent years the commission has
evolved comprehensive protective provisions relating
to bonds and preferred stocks. The extensive
refunding program of the last few years has accele¬
rated the pace at which these provisions have been
put In to effect. I3
These protective provisions are nothing but madatory
retirement of debt at the earliest convenience. Out of the
total sum outstanding In form of debt, a portion of this
must be retired annually out of current earnings. At the
time of appropriation of net earnings this fact must be
borne in mind that a definite svim has to set aside for
repayment of debt. It has precedence over declaration of
dividends. Now-a-days this priority of retirement of debt
has become an established fact.
Knowing the fair weather friend nature of debt
financing or financing through sale of bonds and preferred
stocks, the utilities have now realized that soon the debt
liquidation better It is. This regular retleement, or
setting aside a definite sum In sinking fund strains little
at the time of making payment at maturity when payment has
to be made in balloon.
The trend In liquidation of debt does not necessarily
Imply the refund of debt in cash. It does imply reduction
^^Md.. (1947), p. 88
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of debt whlcb may be In the form of conversion of senior
securities In to Junior ones. Actually conversion privilege
Is a change of status from creditor to contributory.
Considerable changes have occurred due to conversion In the
capital structures of subject companies. The effect of the
associated evils with senior securities and preferred stocks
are swept away as soon as they are converted.
The call provision helps much In reducing debt. A
stipulation adscltltlous authorizes Issuer to call back
outstanding security as and vhen. convenient to him. Thus
debt automatically decreases at every call. The call
feature Is now 'stand^^rd equipment* on public utility Issues
owing to the Insistence of the Security and Exchange
Ik
Commission, and It Is also widely used In Industrial bonds.
In addition to this, the Federal Power Commission Issued a
report emphasizing greater attention on the capital structure
of Investor owned utilities. One of the recommendations was
to adopt 60^ debt and kO^ equity in this connection,By
these two facts, there has been a continuous trend In rapid
reduction of debt.
GREATER RELIANCE ON INTERNAL PONDS
By the greater reliance on Internal funds means more
emphasis on retention of current earnings and depreciation.
^^Hunt, op. clt., p, 50k*
^^Publlc Utility Fortnightly, op, clt., (July, 19k5)»
p. 11.
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Since depreciation is a non cash expense, it serves the
purpose of generating fxmds internally* Particularly in
public utilities where fixed assets are to the extent of 60^
of their capitalization, this depreciation plays very
Important role so far as Internally generated funds are
concerned* It does not constitute a cash drain.
The pay-out ratio in public utilities remained very
high until 1914.5* Du© to holding company system, the parent
companies were Interested only in dividends. Hence the amount
left in business was negligible. Exlblts 2-6 and 2-7 give
us an idea of some financial facts which affected capital
structures of their companies. In power and communication
utilities, this pay-out ratio was specifically very high,
and remained high until 196i|..
Due to rigid restrictions, earnings per share decreased
and operating ratio Increased. Times charges earned, a means
to measure debt capacity, have also decreased in railroads.
Under these circumstances, reliance on internally generated
funds is desirable. Exlblt 2-7 shows the conservative divl*»
dend policies adopted by air transport utility and liberal
policies followed by power and communication group. The
best example of growth through retention of earnings is the
airlines. There are companies which did not pay any dividend
since their inception. Trans World Airlines Inc., has not
paid any dividend since 1954* Continental Airline Inc., paid
no dividend until 1956.
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This reliance on ploughing back of ciirrent earnings
proved very helpful in steady growth of public utilities
during the period under review. In almost all companies
selected for the purpose of study, this surplus increased
very much. This helped in avoiding external financing in
some of companies. They reached a stage of self financing.
Whenever needed this retained earnings were capitalized in
order to form permanent capital.
‘ the causes
Every change needs a cause to effect on. Following
the rule we have analyze the causes that were responsible
for these changes. The changes are evolutionary and not
revolutionary for they did not occur suddenly. Evolutionary
changes take their time and course. Likewise changes in
capital structure of public utilities were quite evolutionary
during the last two decades.
Let us now examine the circximstantial as well as
essential cbauaes that are responsible for all these changes
in capital structure of public utilities during the period.
In succinct, the reasons are discussed as follows:
IMPACT OP THE WAR
One of the most important reasons for the changes in
capital structure of public utilities was the Impact of war
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on utilities. The single cause— the overtaxation of capacity
of heterogeneous groups of public utilities during the war
resulted In heavy depletion of machinery and other fixed
assets. This excessive use of fixed assets caused untimely
obsolescences, heavy wear and tear. That Is why accelerated
depreciation was allowed to these utilities Immediately after
the war to write off equipment and machineries bought
specifically for meeting the demand of the war.
ENORMOUS CAPITAL OUTLAYS
A war boosts the economy as a whole and multiplies
the volume of operations, and a post war period usually
brings a temporary slump. This exactly idiat has happened in
public utilities during the post war period. As indicated
earlier, the war caused heavy wear and tear of fixed assets
of utilities. It needed enormous capital outlays to restore
the lost capacity. Terrific amoimts were set aside for
renewal and replacement of fixed assets.
The ban on heavy machinery and equipment placed
during the war was withdrawn and so demand for such capital
good enhanced Incredibly. The rate of general business buying
and investment enlarged far beyond immediate requirements.
This buying of capital goods became very easy due to easy
bank credit and low cost borrowed capital available In the
capital marketin the post war period.
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Following table 2-3 gives us an aggregate picture
of capital outlays provided by heterogeneous groups of the
public utilities in the United States during 19l|5 to 191+.9*
TABLE 2-3
CAPITAL OUTLAYS BY PUBLIC UTILITIES
(IN HELLION DOLLARS)
Year Transportation Power Miscellaneous Total
1914-5 870 830 1,480 2,980
1914-6 1,230 1,040 3,300 5,570
1914-7 1,710 1,900 4.430 8,040
1914-8 2,020 2,680 5,390 10,090
1949 1,850 3,160 5,040 10,050
Source: Survey of Current Business, 1914-9•
In order to finance foregoing capital outlays good
deal of new securities were Issued at the same* Most of
them were senior securities \dilch were issued for the purpose*
Aggregate capital outlays was increased substantially in
1914-8 and decreased thereafter due to tightness in money market
and restriction on bank credit*
Another reason for Increased Impetus on capital
outlays was growing competition which started immediately
after the World War II* Railroads, for instance, have to
compete with automobile and airlines* Likewise power companies
have to compete with the Federal and State power projects*
Similarly, the water con^anies have to compete with municipal
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water works and other units In the same geographical
territory* For this reason additional capital outlays became
essential. The Survey of Current Business, an authentic
Federal Publication describes the capital outlays under the
heading 'The Economy In Reconversion' in the following words.
The rate of business buying is also augmented
by expanded outlays for plant and equipment purchases.
Pent-up demands were heavy in this field because of
the restriction on construction during the war and
because of difficulty in securing machinery not
essential to mutation production. Thus business out¬
lays for these purposes rose sharply after the end
of the war, 16
Indeed these capital outlays brought an inconceivable
change in capitalization of companies engaged in expansion
and development program for restoration of lost capacity
coupled with an idea of providing additional capacity.
INCIDENTAL REASONS
There had been some incidental financial reasons
which lead public utilities to increase or decrease their
capital structures. Railroads for example experienced sharp
decline in their earnings and so it was necessary to pay off
funded debt. In addition to this, the railroads were faced
with a $ 600 millions increase in their wage bills as a
17
result of an arbitration award made in April, I9I4.6, This
^^Survey of Current Business, (February, 1947),
op, cit, p, 4,
^^L.D.Charles, Harvard Business Review, May, 1950,
op, cit,, p, 93«
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sort of additional revenue expenditure, specially during
days of depression in earnings, added acid to fire. Like¬
wise, airlines confronted with difficulty of conversion of
military aeroplanes in to civilian which needed good deal
of money# The total capacity rose from 5I4-OO seats in 1945
«i Q
t6 26,000 seats in 1947 which required enough money.
Likewise, abolition of holding company system in
power utility group caused many accountable changes. As the
relation of holding and subsidiary terminated, the subsidlry
companies became independent and started to build up their
capital structure through sale of new securities.
CONPaCIVE CAPITAL MARKET
A conducive capital market serves as temptation to
corporations to issue new securities to raise funds regardless
of their immediate demands for funds. When capital at cheaper
rate is available in capital market, nobody likes to retain
e:8pen3lve capital. That is why enormous funds were refunded
after the end of war.
This conducive capital market is the crvix of all
changes that have occurred during the last two decades in
public utility field. It implies a financial glut in capital
market which reduces rate of interest. Particularly this
situation existed in the post war period.
^^Survey of Current Business. (Dec., 1947), p. 11.
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Table 2-2 shows the new security Issues during the
conducive years in greater quantity. This table on page 16
shows that years 1953»T-954» 1957* 1958* 1961 and 1961+ are
record years for new security issues.
Moreover, the overall business of financial
institutions have increased very much in last two decades
and as such fxmds made available for Investment have been
growing year after year. Due to stability of earnings of
public utility security, the shy investors invest their funds
in such securities. So capital market remained very conducive
for public utility securities all along.
GGLORIOnS HISTORICAL PAST
Public utilities have created a very good public image.
Investors Invest their funds in the securities because of
their earnings, higher pay-out ratio and stability of industry
in economic recessions. Partcularly, those companies which
hold public money, invariably try to invest their funds in
stable and safe securities. Life Insurance Companies, Mutual
Funds, for example, are the custodian of public funds and as
such they should look to safety of investment as well as
return from such Investment. "Public utility bonds remained
19
an Important medium for the investment of policyholders' funds.
^%nstltute of Life Insurance, Life Insurance Fact
Book 1965. (Now York, Institute of Life Insurance, 19b5j, 1+7
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POPULATION EXPLOSION
Demographical data reveals that population of the
United States have been Increasing, Mobility In population
Increased to a great extent from urban to suburban areas
for luxurious life, from rural to urban areas for earnings
means of livelihood and mobilization from one coast to
another. It all needed Improvement In public utility
services. Thus the volume of operation and services Increased
considerably year after year. Area served, consxamer served
and other Increase required number of changes, which ultima¬
tely affected capital structure of public utilities.
These are the changes and the causes that affected
directly or Indirectly the capital structures of related
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Source: Moody's Transportation Manual (1944-1964)
EXIBIT 2-3






















































































Source: Moody’s Public Utilities {19144-1964)
EXLBIT 2-14.





Bell Telephone Co, of Nevada
Equity 328,125,000 1,578,527,845 77.78 30.75
Corporate Surplus 8,120,471 1.89 7.50
Funded debt 86,663,881 3,194,470,11.09 20.33 61.75
General Telephone Company
Equity 21,523,414 241,003,400 62.86 44.55
Corporate Surplus 12,760,085 39,158,044 3714 7.21
Funded debt - 261,218,000 - 48.24
Western Union Telegram Company
Equity 104,835,608 174,775,240 39.82 38.21
Corporate Surplus 62,765,546 114,398,298 23.87 24.54
Funded debt 95,771,583 169,082,662 36.31 37.25




Corporate Surplus 49,376,158 20.15 44.10
Funded debt 87,676,919 735,000,000 39.97 ^.03
American Telephone&Telegram Coiqpany
Equity 1,938,943»000 1,055,469,000 67.86 12.38
Corporate Surplus 181,725,241 1,918,361,000 7.14 32.93
Funded debt 728,321,100 3,490,000,000 25.00 54*69























































































Source: Moody's Public Utilities {1944--1964)
EXIBIT 2-6
IMPORTANT FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS









Chicago & Illlols Railroad 9.73 2.35 8.45 - 2.54 59.78 62.56
Southern Pacific Railroad 9.79 2.22 3.33 2.49 67.73 72.35
Pennsylvania Railroad k>92 2.12 1.94 1.71 72.90 78.00
New York Central Railroad 5.5^ 4.06 2.88 1.78 Tit. 39 75.34
Union Pacific Railroad 8.92 3.64 3.71 2.12 62.17 70.90
Arkansas Power Sc Light Co. 3.03 3.32 2.31 6.66 80.44 62.10
Carolina Power & Light Co. 1.3U 1.60 3.39 6.90 57.32 62.40
Houston Lighting & Power Co • 4.96 1.70 3.53 9.83 58.50 53.20
Indianapolis Power & Light Co.1.59 1.60 2.35 8.28 56.50 63.50
Note; Times charges earned for light and power companies are before tsKses.
Source: Moody's Transportation and Public Utilities Manual (19iiJj.-196i}.)
1+0
EXIBIT 2-7







Continental Airline Inc., .77 1.82 0.15 0.40
Delta Airline Inc*, 1.81 4.92 - 0.96
Trans World Airline Inc., 2.82 5.47 - -
Eastern Airline Inc., 2.54 D - .25
Pan American Airline Inc., 1.95 2.64 1.00 0.60
Bell Telephone Co. of Nevada 6.39 1.97 6.00 1.19
General Telephone Company 9.86 1.57 6,40 1.12
Western Union Telegram Co. 6.73 4.00 2.29 1.40
Bell Telephone Company 6.95 2.65 4.00 2.52
American Telephone & Tele. Co. 8.76 3•^l^ 4.50 2.00
Arkansas Power & Light Co. 3.03 2.32 na 1.57
Carolina Power & Light Co* 1.34 1.60 na 1.28
Houston Lighting & Power Co. 4.96 1.70 na 1.40
Indianapolis Pbwer & Light Co, 1.59 2.24 na 1.70
Source: Moody’s Transportation and Public Utilities Manual for
the years 1944 1964*
CHAPTER III
DEBT FINANCING : THE ADVANTAGEOUS
Judging from the controversial literature available
about what should be an optimum proportion of debt to equity
in a capitalization, the vital issue needs an explanation as
to preponderance of debt in public utilities* The study of
twenty-five selected companies revealed that debt financing
has been popular all along* Many companies find it very
advantageous to strengthen their financial position during
the prosperity phase of business cycles by building cash
resources, so paving the way for further expansion. Conver¬
sely, expansion can be effected on advantageous term during
a recession when demand for capital is relatively low*
Especially, public utilities have higher percentage
of debt in their capitalization if compared with any other
Industry* Let us examine why debt financing has so much
popularity in general and specifically in public utilities*
Following are the distinctive advantages of debt financing:
TAX SAVING
Interest is a charge or expense for borrower and as
such chargeable against Income and expense account* By this
virtue. It becomee an important tax deductible item. That
is why it appeals most as a means of financing. Conversely
dividend payment is an optional or a matter of discretion
of the Board of Directors, and as such it is a non-tax
deductible item. Dividend is an appropriation out of net
income ascertained after taxi liability. Thus dividend is
•Dual Edged Sword’ for it ib bn one hand a non tax deductible
item and on other it leaves very little Income in form of
retained earnings in business.
Quite contrary to this, after tax equivalent of a 6%
rate of interest is 3^ if w® assume $0% of tax deduction.
In other words a company actually pays $0% of the rate of
interest mutually agreed upon. Tax savings is an attractive
feature and so it is preferred by public utilities, "There
was a continuance of the trend which began several years ago
for railroads to substitute interest bearing obligations for
preferred stocks, with payment of interest generally conti-
gent upon earnings, in order to reduce Federal Income Taxes".
LOWER COST OF FLOTATION AND SERVICINa
The debt financing is cheaper and relatively less
expensive. Cost of flotation is very low due to less law
complications. The cost of servicing is equally less than
equity financing. Wide publicity and propoganda are not
Dept, of Commerce, Seventy-fifth Annual Report
of Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 1957, P>
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needed for sale of senior securities. They are, very,
often, placed privately with institutional investors without
any information to outside circle. Sometimes they are
offered in open market which is also cheaper because
\inderwrltlng commission is very small.
Besides underwriting commission, other incidental
expenditures are relatively less than stock offering.
"According to the Security and Exchange Commission, the
average cost of a bond floated comes to $ l.ij.9^ of the gross
proceeds whereas the comparable for a preferred stock issue
is $ 4»34^ and for common f 10,28^”. Minimum efforts are
required to sell senior securities, and cost of servicing is
fixed in form of rate of interest to be paid intermittently.
Thus they can not be as vulnerable as like that of stock¬
holders whose expectations Increase with increase in profits
of utility. Particularly, in public utilities this factor
was given high consideration due to long range financial
Implications.
LEVERAGE
An allurement attached to debt financing is leverage.
It la a financial device to increase profitability of a
business with the help of cheap borrowed capital. The funds
are raised at the most favorable terms with a view to employ
Cohen, Financial Manager. (New York, Haper and
Row Publishers), 1966, p.583*
them in a productive channel to yield higher returns. Kius
the difference between what is produced or earned throu^
borrowed funds and what has to pay in form of interest, is
called benefit from leverage or advamtages from trading on
equity. This differential gain Soes to stockholders of the
company which engages Itself in trading oxn trading on equity.
This Incremental differential has been playing an
important role in progress and prosperity of industries and
public utilities. The air utility which was absolutely
aloof from debt financing until 19J4l|.» realized the signifi¬
cance of leverage in the post war period. Most of utility
firms are accustomed to utilize borrowed fxuads, for leverage
Increases earnings per share and help in growth of firm
concerned.
LONG TERM INDUSTRY TREND
Long range planning and expansion automatically
creates preference for debt financing. Long range planning
means long range financial implications, relatively greater
possibility of stable earnings and steady cash flow which
ensure timely payment of portion of debt and fixed charges.
Precise estimates of a maximum adverse limit of a company's
cash flow under worst conditions could serve the purpose of
%oody*s Industrials, 19l4.5> P*834
guideline to Its debt capacity* Such precise calculation
of cash flow under worst conditions help a lot.
If long term trend of Industry is unfavorable, like
railroads, the preference for debt financing automatically
declines. Once street railroads or tramways were very
popular but gradually they became out of date due to scarcity
of space. Today prospects of air transport utility seems
very promising and that is why capital market for its securi¬
ties is very high. This is just because of good future of
Industry as a whole,
FREE FROM SPECULATIVE ELEMENT
Senior securities are free from speculative element.
Conservative Investors who looks forward for security of
Investment and regular return fromi investment always prefer
to investment in public utility securities. Political,
economical, financial and social repercussions do not effect
much as they effect equities. They remain stationary and
unaffected so far as price of senior securities are concerned.
The adversity or prosperity of issuing company does not, in
general, affect the prices of senior securities.
EASIER TO SALE
Bonds, debentures, notes and other senior securities
are relatively easier to sale than junior securities for
1+6
number of reasons. Relatively speaking, there Is less legal
complications and formalities. Services of londerwrlters are
easily available at cheaper commission, "Bonds may often
present the easier underwriting job for a variety of reasons.
Institutional investors have a larger absoptive capacity for
bonds than for stocks",^ Besides this, bonds could be sold
quicker than stocks. It takes very little time.
According to rules and regulations in force, there
is no limit as to time for sale of senior securities if
placed privately, "The first is that relating to small
issues— issues of less than | 300»000 do not have to be
registered. Also excluded are those issues which are placed
privately"^ Such exemptions are very helpful, A lot of time
la saved at the time of emergence,
IMPROVEMENT OP FINANCIAL RATIOS
Improvement of financial ratios is very essential for
the consideration of short term loan application. Bankers
and financial institutions, before processing an application,
for short term loan, look at the financial ratios which give
an idea of liquidity of business. Current, acid-test and
quick ratios could be improved a good deal with the help of
funded debt because it avoids the needs of taking short term
financing. Lesser the current liabilities, better the ratios,
^Cohen, 0£, cit,, p, 585*
^Hunt, 0£. cU,, p.490.
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LOGICAL TO CONSOLIDATE AND FUND
An auxiliary reason for debt preference Is that It Is
logical to consolidate and fund short term Indebltedness
raised from banks and other financial Institutions* ”A bond
Issue Is a logical method by which to consolidate and fund
6
short term Indebltedness’.'
LOWER COST OF CAPITAL
Borrowed capital Is always cheaper than ownership funds*
No matter how tight capital market Is, the long term debt Is
raised with low cost of flotation and servicing* They are
Jointly and severally cheaper with In reasonanle limits.
Jointly borrowed capital reduces the cost of equity
when averaged with ownership capital, and severally It Is
undoubtedly cheaper. Higher cost of equity capital In total
capitalization Is off set by lower cost borrowed funds* Not
only this, borrowed funds. If obtained upto optimum leverage,
point, costs less Jointly and severally* '’Within this range,
lower cost of debt Increments are being averaged In with
higher cost equity, thus not only reducing overall cost of
capital but also maximizing the wealth of firm*"?
By very nature borrowed capital costs less than equity
capital* This low cost element affected almost all decision
A ^
Cohen, 0£, cit*, p, 585*
'^IMd., 757
relating to manner of financing. Particularly in public
utilities this is crucial point of consideration*
ADVANTAGEOUS IN CASE OP RISING INTEREST RATE
Interest rate is always subject to fluctuations
along with economic and financial changes. The rate of
interest is cynosure for those who Intend to raise fvinds by
sale of senior securities. The debt raisdd at low interest
rate is advantageous in case of rising interest rate. This
is booming economy and rate of interest has been increasing
since 1950 except minor decrease in recession years.
In public utility field needs are of long periodicity
and so funds are raised at the time when rate of interest is
low and these is possibility of its increasing. This is
reason why these companies raised fimds during years of
recession when rate of Interest was relatively lower and it
was rumour, which was turned true, that rate of Interest
would go high immediately after recession period.
DILUTION OF EQUITY AND LOSS OP CONTROL
Unless pre-emptive rights are offered to subscribe
and excercised by existing stockholders, every additional
issue of common stock dilutes equity and results in loss of
control to the extent. Since dilution of equity and probable
loss of control are of great concern to existing stockholders
the preference for debt financing naturally Increases to
k9
keep It Intact. ’’Dilution will not only Injure existing
shareholders, financially. It may pose a threat to manage¬
ment or to any group excerclslng majority control of a
m8
company,"
In order to Improve earnings per share some of
companies, for Instance Chicago and Illinois Midland and
other companies, have reduced their equity capital. Because
of fear of dilution and possible loss of control air lines
did not Increase their capital substantially.
THE COMPMIES AND DEBT FINANCING DECISIONS
The companies took decisions of debt financing under
varying circumstances. Some of companies required for growth
and expsinsion program and other needed for acquiring Interest
in other companies. Particularly railroad companies Indulged
in merger. Good number of companies were merged in each of
\mlt selected for purpose of this study.
Arlsona Eastern Railroad Company in 1955» Elpaso &
Rock Railroad Company, Island Railroad Company In 1959, Central
Pacific Railroad Company In I960, Texas & New Orleans Rail¬
road Company In 1962 and Elpaso Southern Railroad Company in
1964 were merged In to Southern Pacific Railroad company. In
order to pay purchase consideration, this company raised
necessary debt from time to time,
^Ibld.. p. 585.
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Likewise, Pennsylvania Railroad Company Issued
senior securities at the time of merger of Youngstown and
Southern Railroad Company, Illinois Burlington Northern
Railroad Company and Chicago Burlington Railroad Companies*
Union Pacific Railroad Company raised funds to acquire
all stocks of Oklahoma City Railroad Company in 19614.* On
the same lines Western Shore Railroad Company, New Jersey
Junction Railroad Company, Port Lake Railroad Company, Wilkin
Valley Railroad Company, Toledeo and Ohio Railroad Company
were merged in to New York Central Railroad Company,
Airlines engaged themselves in heavy debt financing
after the war. In order to finance the capital expenditure
good deal of senior securities were Issued. Their voltime
of operation increased year after year during the last two
decades* Finances were obtained for special service routes,
huge lease renewals, major renewals and airlines landing fees*
Moody's comments in 1965 on Issuance by Eastern Airline Inc,,
were like this: At December 31, there were approximately 60
major leases covering ground facilities, having expiration
dates through 20014. and calling for annual rents of approxi¬
mately $ 9,200,000 fronds were raised,*^ Similarly it depicted
that airlines raised fronds for strengthening its capitaliza¬
tion and Investment in fixed assets.
An enormous amooont was raised by communication group
Goody's Transport Manual, op. cit., p, 1076,
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during the last two decades. Alone, American Telephone and
Telegraph Company raised $ 1.1 billion funded debt for
expansion and development programs of its subsidiaries.^^
Bell Telephone Company issued a good deal of senior securl-
11
ties to reimburse treasury for capital expenditure. In
genral, most of decisions for Issuance of senior securities
were Influenced by the low cost element of borrowed funds.
Western Union Telegraph Company financed its needs
through sale and lease back of its property. "During period
194® to 1953 company sold and leased back a number of its
buildings, including headquarters in New York, office
buildings in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, New Orleans, St. Louis
"12
and Tampa. The con^any also made arrangement of extended
credit facility upto | 60 million in 1959.
General Telephone Corporation raised sufficient funds
to finance the stock purchase program of its subsidiaries.
The top management expressed their intention that proceeds
will be used for additional Investment in common stocks of
its subsidiaries.^^ Thus we see purpose of financing through
debt different in each case.
Power utility group raised funds in enormous quantity.





Carolina Power and Light Company raised funds to retire
all its preferred stocks outstanding and tinexchanged during
the period under review.Houston Lighting and Power
Company sought debt financing as the best method of financing
for construction and extension. Additional machinery and
equipment were bought to increase existing capacity. On the
same line, Indianapolis Power and Light Company issued bonds
to extend its plant facilities and construction required to
15
meet growing demand in the area. Arkansas Light and Power
Company raised funds to expand its capacity.
These are the reasons for debt preference,, in addition,




DEBT : THE LIMITING DETERMINANTS
A corporation should rosort to funded debt or trading
on equity In so far as there Is a reasonable stability of
Income which will make the required payment to creditors or
bondholders fairly certain. To employ funded debt beyond a
reasonable limit is to court disaster for all concerned. If
persued on a sufficiently large scale, the excessive use of
debt even becomes menance to whole of community.
Large number of business failures, especially when
involving considerable amoxuat in debt financing, set up
financial repercussions which affect many other businesses
and individuals beyond immediate debitor and creditor. As
the proportion of debt increases, there is corresponding
decrease in safety margin vhich tends to increase rate of
interest until that rate becomes prohibitive.
Considering the hazards associated with debt financing,
it is invariably advisible to limit the debt within reasonable
limits. In industries, for instance key and heavy like steel,
ratio of debt to equity la ^0% while in public utility field
it is upto 60^ of the total capitalization. These are the
limits to which industries and public utilities must adhere.
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When we find such limits on debt financing, a simple
question comes up immediately: What is logic behind such
limits ? Experience dictates decisions. Prom bitter past
experiences, it became apparent that debt financing during
days of declining earnings becomes hazardous. It could
Interrupt the perpetual services rendered by such utilities.
Creditors are authorized by law to foreclose the property
mortgaged consequently public life is directly affected when
such property, the source of services is forecloddd. Before
establishment of the Security and Exchange Commission, there
was no restriction . Since 1935 the Security and Exchange
Commission constantly vlgilent on this issue of vital
Importance. These restrictions were further tightened after
the World War II.
There has been booming trend in economy since 19k.B»
Practically interest rate has been Increasing since then and
yields of common stocks has been decreasing. This paradox
of economy reduces the importance of debt. Let us, therefore,
consider the factors which tend to limit debt in capitali¬
zation in general and specifically in public utilities.
GENERAL POWER
A corporation is an artificial person created by law
with perpetual succession and Independent entity. It comes
in to existence through its Internal and external legal
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documents. Prom these docvments It gets some powers vAilch
define the limit of a corporation to which it can borrow
funds from outside. Besides this* there are restrictions
from governmental agency and state laws. "The power to issue
bonds or to mortgage property may, however, be limited by
the certificate of Incorporation, the laws and the state
statutes within which one company can raise borrowed funds.
Hence, the article of association or charter, the memorandum
of association and other proceedings set the limit from
within and external limits are placed by the state statutes.
OPERATING RATIO
Profitability and operating ratio have high degree of
correlationshlp. The one increases, the other automatically
decreases and vice versa. Higher the operating ratio, lesser
the margin of profit consequently lesser the capacity to bear
the burden of debt.
CYCLICAL NATURE OF INIXJSTRY
A cyclical industry is one of which voliime of work
and earnings are volatile. They fluctuate very often, and
are affected by external economic and financial forces.
Under the circumstances, it becomes utterly impossible for
Ij.I.Bogen, Financial Hand Book. (New York, The
Ronald Press Company), p. 7^21.
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a company with limited means to pay off fixed charges*
Interruption in timely payment of portion of debt and interest
lead to serious consequences including acceleration of
maturity of whole of debt,
TiiJhen it developed that railroads are among the
most cyclical industries with freight car loading
(the real base of earnings) falling sharply during
business declines analysts suggested that indebited-
ness and fixed charges that could be carried in
prosperity would bring receivership and reorgani¬
zation in recession* 2
This cyclical nature of industry always tend to limit
the amount of debt* Accordingly railroads have paid off a
load of debts* This reduction of debt is result of decline
in net earnings in railroad companies.
BUILT-IN PROTECTION
The built-in protection signifies the stability of
particular business firm. Greater the built-in protection,
higher the stability of earnings consequently lesser the
reliance on external financing. This built-in protection is
state of self sufficiency and soimdness of a business idiich
comes from rigorous competition, fairly good investment in
fixed assets, relatively difficult for outsider to enter in
the same field and good cash flow in the business* When
entry in to the field is restricted by certain reasons,
^Cohen, op* cit*, p. 366*
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the opportunity of existing firms are strengthened to that
extent and thus built-in protection increases to the extent.
AGE OP BUSINESS UNIT
Particularly in public utilities, age is a matter of
great consideration; If a public utility unit is well managed
and a conservative dividend policy is adopted to strengthen
its equity base, the need of external financing could be
eliminated to a great extent. "As utility companies grow
older, the refunding of Indebitedness is likely to be more
common than the sale of new securities,"^ It means age tend
to limit indebitedness.
As the age Increases, the creditworthiness and fame
enhances, so does develop built-in protection which in turn
tend to avoid debt financing. "To avoid credit impairment
and receivership, firms could consider the danger of fixed
financial obligations and make conservative estimates of
future earnings,"^ According to Troxel age of utility serves
the purpose of self restriction for debt financing. That is
why nvimber of companies are gradually getting out of debt.
To-day number of con5)anle3 do not have any kind of
debt in their capitalization such as Dupont, Eastman Kodak,
Johnson & Johnson etc. Likewise in public utility field,
3e,Troxel, Economics of Public Utilities, (New York
Renehart and Company, 194-7), p, 13tJ,
^Ibid.. p. 156.
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there are companies which are getting out of debt* Still
there are some which have already got out of debt such as
Chicago and Illinois Midland railroad*
SPECIALIZED FIXED ASSETS
Investment in specialized fixed assets tend to limit
amoTint of debt because they do not possess the qualities of
good security* Lenders hesitate to accept such assets as
security for mortgage* At first Instance its mortgage worth
remains $0% of book value^ and, second specialized assets can
not be disposed off quickly if foreclosed* Moreover, it does
not fetch fair value at time of sale* Hence, companies whose
major capitalization is represented in form of specialized
fixed assets can not raise debt to desired extent on pledge
of assets* "This is particularly true of specialized fixed
assets v^ere the cash realized in sale is likely to be
considerably below the book value*"
THE CAPITALIZATION STANDARD
A capital structure is a combination of two financial
components— ownership capital and borrowed ftmds* Presence
of both items is not necessary# The companies which follow
unilateral financial policy need not to express their debt as
-"Hunt, o£* cit*. p. 389.
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percentage of total capitalization.
Every company has more or less operating debt capacity
which depends upon many financial considerations. According
to operating debt capacity, a firm raise funds so that it can
meet conveniently its fixed obligations.
Another important rule is that debt is expressed as
percentage of capitalization. "It states that no new debt
will be incurred if it raises long term debt as a percentage
6
of total capitalization above X percentage," The X
percentage means a definite percentage is fixed beyond which
the company would not incur debt. Thus lower the percentage
higher will be restriction on debt financing.
This is not rigid rule, nor it is \iniversal applicable
because of special characteristics inherent in particular
Industry. This is nothing but widely accepted financial
contemporary,
THE EARNING COVERAGE STANDARD
As soon as a company raises debt it becomes liable to
to pay Interest and repayment of debt at intervals. The part
of debt and interest constitute burden of debt that it has to
carry. This burden is compared with earnings. The earnings
are supposed to be two or three times the burden. Higher
^Ibid,, p, 338,
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eamlng3 coverage tends to limit debt in a company# "The
earnings coverage is the relationship of the net income
available for debt servicing to the total amount of annual
interest plus sinking fund charges"#^ ^
3 to 1 and even hl^er sometimes# It varies with degree of
safety desired by lender and borrower#
THE CASH ADEQUACY STANDARD
A more sophisticated approach has been advocated by
Donaldson which considers cash flow as a basis of considering
debt bearing capacity of a resourceful firm. According to
this approach, precise calculation of cash flow under worst
conditions is done in order to know capacity to meet fixed
obligations.
Prom this is derived an estimate of the maxi¬
mum and most probable adverse limits of recession
cash flows and balances# These figures provide an
approximate measure of the magnitude of the risk
associated with given dollar amounts of debt
servicing# It is then left to the financial manager
to judge whether the risk should be incurred and, if
so, to what extent# 8
Explaning the cash adequacy standard, he emphasized
on the risk of running out of cash could be avoided provided
conservative view of cash inflow is taken# This is the best
way to measure the debt bearing capacity. Higher cash




standard always tend to limit amount of debt. Moreover In
public utilities It Is very much applicable because of steady
cash flow.
FACTORS TENDED TO LIMIT DEBT IN THESE COMPANIES
There are several factors which tended to limit the
amount of debt in our subject companies, and in general it
tended to limit limit in group concerned. For Instance, in
railroad it is poor Industry trend that tended to limit debt
financing. This factor is not applicable in any other group.
Repeated state intervention in rate charged by public
utilities played an importsoit role in restricting amount of
debt. On one hand rates charged by utilities for rendering
services are reduced to a tune of $ 120 million a year and
on other restriction has been placed on rate of return on
total investment.
Higher earning coverage standard has also tended to
limit amount of debt in these public utilities. Due to
bond indentures of higher earning coverage, many companies
could not float additional securities. Despite the conti¬
nuing superiority of borrowed funds, the degree of advanta¬
ges of debt over equity has been lessening because of a
combination of rising Interest rates and falling earning
9
yields of common stocks. This combination tended to limit
%unt, 0£, cit., p, 4.30,
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volume of debt financing in public utilities* Since the war
rate of interest has been increasing and yields have been
decreasing constantly, Exiblt 2-6 gives us a fair view of
this situation* Earnings per share has decreased in case of
all utilities because of rate reduction and restriction on
rate of return on investment idiich is very little* In power,
communication and transportation utilities rate of return
of to 7^ have typically been allowed by regulation and
have been upheld by courts*^®
The pledging of fixed assets is in Itself a limita¬
tion on additional debt by making these assets unavailable
as prime security for another bond issuel;^ In addition to
this, there could be number of negative covenants which tend
to limit debt in public utilities*
The operating ratio of most of utility companies has
increased which reduced earning coverage* The decrease in
earnings automatically set limit on debt financing* Exiblt
2-6 gives us an yield picture which has high relationship
with operating ratio. This increase in ratio decreased the'
yield.
Due to Increased Impetus on retention of current
earnings, the reliance on external financing reduced to a
great extent* This increased Impetus on retention of earnings
automatically tended to limit debt financing*
.Eckstein, **Natural Gas & Pattern of RegulationV
op, clt., p. 126-136,
^^Hunt, 0£* eit., p* 39I,
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STANDARDS SET FOR MEASURING DEBT CAPACITY
In our subject companies certain standards have been
evolved or set for measuring the extent of debt to which it
could safely be incurred. These companies raise debt accor¬
ding to their debt operating capacity. It differs from one
to another. These standards serve the purpose of yardstick.
In general, the earning coverage standard is 2 to 1,
Arkansas Power and Light Company has set the standard as
follows: Cash deposited with corporation Trustees for that
purpose, but in each case only if adjusted net earnings are
at least twice annual Interest on all mortgage bonds out-
12
standing and all outstanding debt of prior rank. This is
an example of earnings coverage which company set as a guide
line for debt financing.
More conservative restriction on debt financing can
be placed by putting higher coverage standard, Houston
Power and Light Company placed higher earning coverage
standard by instituting existing and future debt. It described
as follows: Net earnings should be at least twice annual
13
interest requirements on all bonds outstanding and tobe issued.
Still another standard set by United Gas Corporation
for raising debt in which complete service requirements have
been expressed as a standard set as measurement for debt
^^Moody's Public Utilities, 0£, cit,, p, 352,
^^Ibid,. p, 667,
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financing, ’’Earnings must be equal to 1 3/4 times maximum
service requirements.”^^ In this case portion of principal
amount and interest have been taken together to measure the
debt operating capacity.
These are few standards which have been set by our
subject companies • They could vary according to circumstances
and as such they can not be hard and fast. However for
purpose of simplification we can say that it varies between




A period of progress is usually painful. The last
two decades are said to be a period of progress and pros¬
perity of public utilities in the United States, It was a
hard and struggling period from a financial point of view.
The progress made by these utilities is primarily because of
multiple increase in investment.
In general debt financing, as usual, exceeded the
equity financing. Excepting railroads, the debt has increased
sharply in rest of groups. Whenever the capital market
became conducive, these utility companies issued senior
securities for refunding and refinancing, growth and expansion
of facilities, for reorganization and mergers. In order to
cope with growing demand of services of public utilities,
the growth and expansion programs were inevitable.
Especially, the author noted that rate of interest
paid is directly related with the degree of risk asstimed by
investors. Slightly higher rate of interest had to be paid
by soxand corporations owing to larger proportion of debt
present in their capital structure.
The author is of opinion that the preponderance of
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debt will continue In public utilities In due course of time
because of their higher fixed assets requirements. From a
broad economic point of view, the capital outlays will be
multiplied in near future due to Introduction of atomic
energy in public utility field. In some states work In atomic
energy has already started. Due to competition and in the
Interest of consumers atomic power will be used in public
utilities for cheaper services.
During last twelve months, six larte nuclear
power plants have been ordered for completion during
1967 and 1968, They range in size from 325»000KW to
more than 600,000KW with a total cost approaching a
half billion dollars. Three are tobe built in
California, one in each New Jersey, in upstate New
York and Connecticut, All have one thing in common-
comparatively low fuel costs. 1
This is just beginning stage. The investment in
utilities will increase gradually. Since fuel costs low, it
will be in interest of consuming class. According to recent
industry estimates, more than 125 investor owned electric
companies are involved in something of nuclear projects. All
this would require additional investment in newly built fixed
assets for installation of atomic power generating machinery.
Similarly tremendous increase and growth is still
due in air transportation utilities. This would definitely
require heavy investment. "The Air Transportation Association
says airlines will spend | i|..8 billion buying 825 aircrafts
^J.L.Donnelly, "The Competitive Atom”, Barron’s
October 5» 1964f p.ll.
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between now and 1970".^ It seems that Investment In air
transportation will grow very fast because of growing demand
of Its services. Similarly the stofy of World War II may be
repeated and many military aircrafts prepared or manufactured
for the Vlet-Nam War might need heavy capital expenditure for
their conversion in to civilian planes at the end of the war.
In commvinication utilities, rapid improvements and
developments are taking place. The telephone services are
being extended from home to home, room to room and from one
corner to other. They are diversifying. Proper attention
is being given to so far neglected rural areas. "Interest¬
ingly, the Bell Telephone System, colossus of the communica¬
tion field, also has been extending its services in to the
private areas with home Interphone and farm interphone."^
Thus we see a lot of progress ahead in communication group.
The railroad companies are picking up their lost
earning capacity. Timely Improvement in services for traffic
and cargo has been done. Since I960, they have been getting
good volume of operations. In near future they will be
revitalized. They have an excellent future for transportation
of bulky goods.
The water companies, as Independent \mlts alone for
water supply, have good future. Due hygiene and sanitation
^Airlines Spending Binge Ahead", News Week, August 8,
1966, p. 58.
^"Wlred For Growth", Barron's, April 20, 1964, p.ll.
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must be observed for supply of water* Tkerefore, this field
Is more concerned with municipal organizations.
The familiar statement— A public utility is a
natural monopoly, has groat significance* Particularly in
the United States, the subject of public utility has greater
Importance due to fact that it is in hands of private
individuals due to free economy* We know wherethere is
monopoly, there are evils of monopoly* The greatest evil
associated with monopoly is public exploitation. There are
cotintless examples where the companies had to refund revenue
to consuming class. Inspite of repeated rate reductions and
thorough control over the rate of return on investment in
public utility field, these companies could earn an amazingly
enormous amount. They always seek to maximize profits. They
forget the maximum good of maximum number, the criterion of
a welfare state.
Under these clrciimstances, the state intervention is
absolutely necessary. In free economy such as the United
States, the government has no authority to nationalize any
industry though it is in public interest. The author is of
opinion that the subject of public utility is purely a
concern of the state. He also believes that unhappy incidents
like power failure in metropolitan New York in 1965 and
recently in Nebraskji and long sustained airline strike could
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be averted easily# Thus inconvenience to public and loss of
millions of dollars per day could be avoided# However, In
recent years the degree of state Intervention has been
increasing# There are some governmental agencies which keep
constant vigllence on these utilities play very important
role for protecting public interest#
Prom time to time they probe in to various facets
of public utilities# In order to insulate against decline
in earnings during recession period which affect public
utility adversely, a probe was conducted by the Security and
Exchange Commission for the capital structure of them,
A natural by-product of the SEG’s careful
probing of utilities capital structures has been an
emphasis on capital planning for future needs#
Where it appears necessary, the commission insists
on a forecast of future capital expenditures and a
plan for financing these expenditures which preserve
the desired balance of debt and equity sources,4
By forecasting of such future financial requirements,
the companies would do every possible effort to pile up funds
to meet the requirements# This would lead to economy in
operation and greater attention to retention of earnings #
This study revealed that subject of capital structure
of public utilities is a dynamic phenomenon which la affected
by myriad economic and financial forces. In no case it is a
static# During course of study, it is noted that number of
changes took place in the last two decades#
^Hunt, op,cit#, p, 508•
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Public utilities, unlike most of industries, are
usually faced with the problem of expanding plant facilities
in periods of depression as well as prosperity due to
increase in population and scientific advancements. A high
degree of financial flexibility is, therefore, essential in
order to insure maintenance of adequate services to consumers.
It means capital structure of public utilities would vindergo
numerous changes from time to time.
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